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2023: An ESI Odyssey 

 

 

 

 !""#$%&%'()*+%,-.//+., traced the evolution of humans and had as one of its 
major themes and characters, the evolution of a computer, “HAL 9000,” to a thinking, 
sentient being. 

 While this article will not address the evolution of humans, it does trace: the 
technological evolution of how litigants communicate in the electronic era; how the 
proliferation of computer records and computerized communication (electronically stored 
information, “ESI”) has caused discovery-related data to explode in volume and 
complexity; how the legal system’s evolution of dealing with these discovery challenges 
has necessarily lagged behind technology; how technology (like artificial intelligence,  á 
la HAL 9000) is catching up to potentially 
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 And much litigation ensued over this issue.  '++%+01%23435)6+%7%89'%:);43;01%
217 F.R.D. 309 (S.D.N.Y. 2003); /++%)5/<, =>%?+%@+3;A0%B;++>%C<3D>A>0%'A>05+E'+;7+%
F<GG++%&>DAD;3/D%HADA0I, 341 FRD 474 (SDNY 2022). 

 Thus, emerged the era of the “litigation hold” – court mandated directives from 
lawyers to clients and from clients to their internal resources to preserve all ESI relating 
to a likely or actual dispute.  

 And litigation ensued.  At times, courts sanctioned lawyers and/or clients for not 
preserving that which should have been preserved.  =-I%

 At first, lawyers tried to address discovery in the face of this data-bloom as they 
had the old hard-copy documents – reviewing them one by one.  This was time 
consuming, very costly, inefficient and, in big cases, virtually impossible.  Discovery 
costs, always a significant portion of litigation budgets, now became a line item that often 
dwarfed the other aspects of the budget.   

 Then, lawyers began to employ the technological tools that were available to them 
at the time – early iterations of litigation specific ESI management software that 
permitted search-term based review, sorting and selecting the data to try to home in on 
what was meaningful.  Lawyers and consultants tried to create targeted search terms, 
customized to the dispute and the information in the data set, to attempt to separate the 
wheat from the chaff.  But this was imperfect and necessarily improperly captured 
irrelevant documents and improperly excluded relevant documents.   

 Moreover, lawyers for the parties typically embarked on these exercises as they 
had in the past – on their own with their clients, without consulting with their adversaries.  
Lawyers argued about these issues, extensively.   

 And litigation ensued.  '++1%+0I, J.5+/%7I%K+L%M<;6%FAD., 2016 WL 407714 
(SDNY 2016). 
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… lawyers could produce more tailored discovery requests if they 
“approached discovery responsibly, as [FRCP Rule 26] mandates, 
and met and conferred before initiating discovery, and simply 
discussed what the amount in controversy is, and how much, what 
type, and in what sequence, discovery should be conducted so that 
its cost — to all parties — is proportional to what is at stake in the 
litigation.” 

 Courts were actively requiring adverse lawyers to collaborate and cooperate 
regarding discovery – things that adverse lawyers often do not have in their DNA to do.   

 And much litigation ensued.  

 Of course, then (as now) lawyers were especially concerned about how to avoid 
disclosing attorney-client or other privileged information that is immune from disclosure 
which, if inadvertently disclosed, could be especially damaging.  Using searches to try to 
identify privileged documents, rather than looking at every document, increased the 
chances of such inadvertent disclosure.   

 And litigation ensued.  '++1%+01 PA*D<;%'D)>5+.1%=>*%7%F;+)DA7+%QA(+1%=>*1%250 FRD 
251 (USDC Md 2008) (holding privilege waived for inadvertently produced documents 
because reasonable efforts to avoid disclosure not employed).  

 Lawyers having inadvertently disclosed privileged documents sought to have 
them returned and 
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 Of course, technology continued to evolve and different ESI vendors, with 
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by plaintiff.  The Court emphasized that "discovery has to not only be relevant, but 
'proportional' to the needs of the case, including 'the importance of the issues at stake in 
the action... and whether the burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its 
likely benefit.'"  2022 WL 787956 *3 (U.S.D.C. N.D. Ill. 2022).  The Court went on to 
state that "[p]roportionality, like other concepts, requires a common sense and 
experiential assessment."  Id. 

Common Sense – Evolution Doesn’t Guarantee It 




